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 The purpose of holistic education is to train students to be 
responsible for the society. At P.D.P.S. it has been our constant 
endeavor to nurture an environment that helps each child to 
grow intellectually and aesthetically into a positive human 
being. 

 Round the year interactive activities are organized to 
sensitize all children for social needs. 'Blue Streak' (e-
newsletter, 2017-18, Vol-I) is an attempt to cover all aspects of 
school’s performance.

 My deepest gratitude goes to our esteemed Principal Mr. A 
K Sharma and team members who worked diligently to ensure 
that 'Blue Streak' becomes a reality.

 Happy reading and best wishes!

Ms. Ritu Verma
(I/c Editorial Team)

EDITORIAL
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From the Desk of Principal
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PDPS 2.0

 PDPS 2.0 is the 21 st Century version of the Prabhu Dayal Public 
School. The school spread in 3 campuses and rich with 58 years legacy 
symbolizes the life long learning experiences gifted to all PDPians. 
PDPS 2.0 redenes Prabhu Dayal Public School as a strong learning 
community. It impinges on a strategic plan which gravitates towards 
educational renewal and re-establishment.

 The legacy of our school system should not only focus on academic 
pursuits but on long term questions of educational purpose also. 
Students of our school on gradually becoming media literate to use tools 
online, function in a collaborative research base environment, 
analyzing, synthesizing, critiquing, evaluating, creating and exploring, 
new knowledge. We have planned to further enter into latest 
innovations to develop scientic thought process among the students. 
This will prove that the students are digital natives and teachers are 
digital immigrants.

 At PDPS, students are prepared to succeed with courage, 
condence, compassion, creativity and character so that their overall 
personality development make them smart enough to face emerging 
challenges in thesociety.

 We are quite essentially a learning organization, re-inventing 
ourselves for new challenges. PDPS 2.0 will give PDPians a great 
opportunity to grab their education and run into the wide world with 
“Trust thyself” attitude and ready not to surrender.

A.K. SHARMA
Principal



BRINGING LAURELS TO SCHOOL ……

CLASS XII TOPPERS
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Raj Keswani (Science) 
96.6%

Manisha Jain (Commerce) 
96.4%

 Suvarna Jha (Humanities)
85.6%

Class X Toppers  CGPA

Mayank Surya   10

Smriti Gulyani   10

Vanshika Gupta  10

Harshil Gupta   9.8

Janvi Sachdeva  9.8

Keshav Gupta   9.8

Manish Singhal  9.8

Pranav Prakash Goel 9.8

Tanya    9.8

Vidhi Gupta   9.8

Ÿ NIE (Times of India) awarded certicate to Ms. Neha Chaudhry as 
the Best Teacher Coordinator.

Ÿ Pranav Prakash Goel (XI – A) was awarded a trophy for being the 
'Best Student of the year' by NIE (Times of India).

Ÿ Aanchal Sharma (VIII) is selected to participate in Delhi Olympic 
games 2017 for individual Kumite in 40kg category.
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 Our school students participated in All India Open invitational 
karate championship on 16th July, 2017 at Talkatora Stadium, Delhi 
and achieved rst school team trophy with 7 gold, 5 silver and 6 bronze 
medals.

The list of students is as follows –
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EARTH DAY

 On Earth Day, 22nd April 
little ones took a resolution to make 
earth a nice, clean place to live in.

MOTHER’S DAY

 A mother is like a ower, each 
one beautiful and unique. On this 
special occasion our little ones 
expressed their love by making 
beautiful cards with enthusiasm.

POOL PARTY

 A Splash pool party was 
organized in the school premises. 
The children got soaked in pool 
water and had fun.

RASNA PARTY

 K e e p i n g  i n  m i n d  t h e 
scorching heat of summer, a Rasna 
party was organized where the little 
ones were offered Rasna drink to 
rejuvenate.

PRE-SCHOOL
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COLOUR DAY

 Nursery  chi ldren of  P .D.P.S. 
celebrated 'Red Colour Day'. All the little 
angels dressed up beautifully in Red 
colour clothes. The class was decorated 
with red cherries, apples, hangings. The 
following day began with the introduction 
of Red colour and activities related to it.

HEALTH DAY

 To inculcate good eating 
habits in our children, the school 
organized 'Healthy Day'. The 
children were encouraged to shun 
junk food and adopt a healthy diet.

INDEPENDENCE DAY

 ' S a a r e  J a h a n  S e  A c h h a 
Hindustan Hamara' the students of 
P r e - S c h o o l  c e l e b r a t e d  7 1 s t 
Independence Day. The students 
gave amazing dance performance, 
recited poems. They came dressed 
up as legendary leaders. Our 
Principal Sir hoisted the National 
Flag and encouraged the future 
leaders.



JANMASHTAMI

 C h i l d r e n  o f  P r e - S c h o o l 
celebrated Krishna Janmashtami in 
beautiful attires of Lord Krishna and 
Radhaji. Our little ones offered 
prayers to Lord Krishna and showed 
their love in the form of captivating 
dance performance.

TEACHER’S DAY

 Teacher's day was celebrated 
on 5th September. Children 
expressed their love and gratitude 
towards their teachers by wishing 
them 'Happy Teacher's Day.'

SHOW AND TELL 
COMPETITION

 T o  b o o s t  c o n  d e n c e  a n d 
enhance speaking skills of children, 
Show and Tell competition was 
organised in the school premises.
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PRIMARY WING

 Trust Yourself. Create the kind of self that you will be happy to 
live with, all your life. Make the most of yourself by fanning tiny, inner 
sparks of possibility into ames of achievement.  – Golda Meir

Karate Champions

 As Arnold Palmer truly said “Always make a total effort, even when 
the odds are against you”. Likewise, in Prabhu Dayal Public School, 
students are encouraged to participate in a variety of games and sports 
to express themselves through such art forms. 
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Seminar on Parenting 
Techniques

 Now a days, the emphasis 
has been laid on innovative 
methods or techniques as well 
as  in improving the previous 
one. So, before education and 
learning in the school, the 
foremost nurturing of the child 
takes place at home. Thus, a 
s e m i n a r  o n  P a r e n t i n g 
Techniques was held here in 
primary wing to improvise the 
parents' nurturing methods in 
a more efcient way.

Workshop for children on 
Table Manners and Body 
Language

 “Body Language is more 
powerful than words.”- Gervais. 
A workshop was arranged by 
NIE for the children of classes 
III – V on “Body Language and 
Table Manners.”The resource 
person was Ms. Vandana, who 
very effectively taught the 
students on the aforementioned 
topic. It was a great learning 
experience for the students as 
they learnt to converse smartly 
through the body.
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st71  Independence Day Celebrations

 71st Independence Day was celebrated with 
true fervour on 11th August '17 in the Primary 
Wing. This national event was celebrated by 
displaying the feelings of patriotism through 
dance and songs. Honourable Principal Sir 
explained to the students the courage, bravery and 
the dedication of the freedom ghters of our 
country.

 As Janmashtami was round the corner, so 
children witnessed the joint celebration.
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Class IV English Poem Recitation 
Competition

 “ T o  p a r t i c i p a t e  i s  m o r e 
rewarding than winning.” English 
Poem Recitation Competition was 
organised for Class IV. The students 
adorn various colourful props and the 
theme was 'humour around us'. They 
recited poems with remarkable 
condence, voice modulation and 
actions. They were judged on the 
following parameters.
Ÿ Adherence to and treatment of 

theme
Ÿ Use of language
Ÿ Expressions



Annual Day Celebrations for the Session 2016-17

 “Winners don't wait for chances, they take them.” The Annual 
Day Celebration was held in which winners from Classes KG to V were 
given medals in various spheres. It was a proud moment for everyone. 
Our Principal encouraged the other students to participate in different 
co-curricular activities and competitions of their interest and to show 
the vibrant colours of their personalities.
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Salad Dressing Competition

 “A salad is not a meal. It is a style.”- 
Lebowtize 
Two of our Class V students participated in 
Inter-school Salad Dressing Competition 
which was held on 25th August 2017 in 
Lancers Covent School.tfort School. They 
won the First Position and also the overall 
Trophy.

Victorious Melody Makers…..

 “With the right music, you either forget everything or you 
remember everything.” This is what happens in Prabhu Dayal Public 
School, as students from Classes IV and V participated in the Inter 
School Music Competition which was held in August in Montfort 
School. They won the First Position and also the overall Trophy.



Teacher's Day  Celebrations

th On 5  September, the Teachers' Day was celebrated with great 
exuberance. Students showed their regard and respect to their teachers. 
Classes IV and V presented a play which made the day momentous for 
the teachers. Also, they presented a delightful dance on the student-
teacher bond.
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Computer Paint Brush Competition

 “The fusion of art and technology is called interface design.” 
–Steven Johnson 
Student of class IV participated in  Computer Paint Brush Competition 
with great enthusiasm. They used Computer canvas as powerful 
mechanism to express their thoughts, ideas and emotions  with mouse.



From Children's Pen

Woodpecker

 A Woodpecker is a bird with a long sharp beak. Woodpeckers use 
their beaks to make holes and to nd insects to eat. Woodpecker is one 
of the most interesting type of birds. There are over 200 species of 
woodpeckers. 

 There are about 180 species or types, of woodpeckers. They 
include the birds called ickers and sapsuckers. Woodpeckers look like 
song birds in many ways. 

 The woodpecker's have strong, pointed beak acts as both a chisel 
and a crowbar to remove bark and nd hiding insects. It has a very long 
tongue, up to four inches in some species with a glue-like substance on 
the tip for catching insects. Woodpeckers primarily eat insects, along 
with fruit, acorns and nuts.

Bazilla Altaf
Class V-C
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Nainital Trip -  A trip to remember

 I went to Nainital and visited Jim Corbett National with my 
school. It was my rst school trip. It took us seven to eight hours to reach 
Aamod Resort. In the evening, we swam in the swimming pool then we 
danced together with friends. On the rst day, we visited a temple. On 
the second day, we got up really early at 4 a.m. and went to Jim Corbet 
National Park. There we saw many animals. The animals we saw, were 
mostly elephants and monkeys. On the third day, we went to Mall Road, 
Nainital. There were many shops there. I bought some puzzles and wax 
candles. On the fourth day, we came back from Nainital. I enjoyed the 
trip and the bus journey. The trip was full of fun. It was a wonderful 
experience. Nainital is a beautiful hill station. I would love to visit it 
again with my parents.

Chandrakshi Singh
Class - V A
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“It is not important to be better than someone 
else, but to be better than yesterday.”
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INTER SCHOOL COMPETITIONS

ZONAL SCHOOL COMPETITIONS
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INTER CLASS COMPETITIONS

S. No. COMPETITION 

 

NAME & CLASS OF STUDENT  RESULT  

1 Hindi Recitation 

 Class X 

Ashay Raj - X E 

Kanika Gupta – X D 

Amish Keshwani – X D Prachi Gupta –  X A  

I  

II  

II  

III  

2 Hindi Debate  

Class VIII 

Kritika Mishra, Kritika Surya –  VIII C  

Bhaskar Jha, Ankit Gupta –  VIII D  

Mehak Gossain, Jassika Verma  –  VIII B  

Abhimanyu, Manan  -  VIII E  

Mehak - VIII B 

I  

II  

III  

III  

Best 
Speaker  

 

3 English Debate 

Class X  

Shraddha, Ashay – X E  

Ameesha Keshwani, Kanika Gupta –  X D  

Dravya Maira, Manju Verma –X B  

Aakriti – X B 

I  

II  

III  

Best 
Speaker  

 

4 Hindi Debate 

Class X 

Ashay Raj, Saksham Aggarwal –  X E  

Ameesha Keshwani, Kanika Gupta –  X D  

Arko Sardar, Sanyam Jindal –  X E  

Ashay Raj – X E 

I  

II  

III  

Best 
Speaker  

 

5 Science Quiz 

Class IX 

Harshit, Muskan Gossain, Harsh Bansal –  IX E  

Naman Kumar, Ayush Sankrit, Kanan  Sharma –  IX D  

Harsh Choudhary, Devansh Goel, Utkarsh Bhanu-IX A  

 

I  

II  

III  

6 Hindi Extempore 

Class VIII 

Bhaskar Jha – VIII D  

Anshika – VIII B 

Chaitanya – VIII B 

Kritika Surya – VIII C  

 

I  

II  

III  

III  

7 Newspaper Reading 
Class IX 

Anchal Lamba – IX B  
Jasleen kaur – IX B 
Sarika Pandey – IX B  
Pushkar Raj – IX E  

 

I  
II  
II  
III  

8 Puzzle Mania 
Class VI 

Suvali Biswal – VI C 
Arpit Gupta – VI A 
Ishaan Bansal – VI D  
Priya Gupta – VI D 

 

I  
II  
III  
III  
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INTER CLASS COMPETITIONS
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RESULTS OF INTER CLASS
SPORTS COMPETITIONS (2017 - 18)
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Silver Zone foundation conducted International Olympiad
in different subjects and won accolades



SPECIAL EVENTS
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TREE PLANTATION CEREMONY

 Eco-club under the guidance of Ms. Anshu Goel organized 'Tree 
rdPlantation Ceremony' on 3  August 2017 in order to sensitise students 

about the role of plants in reducing pollution and medicinal benets 
obtained from them. This year Eco club planted Ashoka trees, palm 
trees and several ornamental plants. Principal Mr. A K Sharma 
motivated young children of Class VI to plant more and more trees.



INDEPENDENCE DAY AND JANMASHTAMI

 The school celebrated Independence Day and Janmashtami with 
zeal and enthusiasm. The special assembly began with the ag hoisting 
by Honorable Principal Sir and the Chief Guest. Class VI girls presented 
Saraswati Vandana. The school band (VI, VII and VIII students) 
enthralled everyone by their spectacular performance. T h e  m u s i c 
teacher organized the formation of Naag Kaliya and entertained 
everyone. The highlight of the function was dance on India Waale by the 
students of middle wing. The Chief Guest, Dr. Tyagi (Chairman) 
enlightened us with his golden words. The ceremony ended with the 
vote of thanks from our Principal.
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Vande Matram...........



PROTECTION OF OZONE LAYER

th On 29  August Eco-Club organized several 
competitions for classes VI to XI. The theme was 
'Protection of Ozone Layer'. The students 
designed posters, wrote slogans to celebrate 

th'World Ozone Day' that falls on 16  September.
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TEACHER'S DAY

 Mahanadi House organized special assembly on Teacher's Day on 
th5  September in Shanti Auditorium. Students expressed their gratitude 

by presenting a colourful cultural programme consisting of an 
orchestra by school band, a Punjabi folk dance. Class XI highlighted the 
role of teachers in the life of child by reciting self composed poems.

 Later in the afternoon a special programme was organized for the 
teachers hosted by Ms. Manisha Rehani and Ms. Neha Chaudhry. A quiz 
conceptualized by our Principal tested teacher's knowledge about the 
institution. The Music Department entertained the audience. It was 
followed by a delicious lunch.
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FOUNDER'S DAY

 The students, staff, management of P.D.P.S. fondly remembered 
rdthe founder Sh. Prabhu Dayal Bhatia on his birth anniversary; 23  

September. A hawan ceremony was performed in the morning; 
followed by a bhajan session.

WE'RE BECOMING A GREEN 
SCHOOL

 Conservation of environment is 
imperative for one and all. Keeping 
this in mind, solar panels were 
installed in Nursery building of 
P.D.P.S. With this, our school has 
become solar power enabled and the 
total capacity is 110 KV.

 Rain water harvesting system 
has also been installed in senior 
school building.

LOVE FOR MOTHER TONGUE

 'Hindi Diwas' was celebrated in the 
school auditorium. The main highlight of 
the programme was nukkad natak, kavi 
sammelan. The children enacted the 
roles of leading Hindi poets like Mirabai, 
Tulsidas, Surdas, Mahadevi Verma etc.



DELEGATING RESPONSIBILITIES

SCHOOL APPOINTMENTS 2017 – 2018
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HEAD BOY     PRATHAM GAMBHIR    XII B
HEAD GIRL    SUHANI KAPOOR     XII D

DEPUTY HEAD BOY   PRANAV PRAKASH GOEL   XI A
DEPUTY HEAD GIRL   VANSHIKA GUPTA    XI D

CULTURAL PREFECT   MUSKAN SHARMA    XII C
      NIKHIL      XII B
      JAHNVI MAHESHWARY   XI D
      CHIRAG KANOJIA    XI B

SPORTS CAPTAIN   DIVYANSHU PORIA    XII E
      AYUSHI      XII C

SPORTS PREFECT   MANPREET SEKHON    XI D
      HARSHIT SACHDEVA    XI D

GUEST PREFECT   AASTHA      XII D
      YASH LAMBA     XII D
      AVNI VERMA     XI D
      HARSH GARG     XI D

HOUSE APPOINTMENTS

WORKSHOPS AND SEMINARS
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FOR STUDENTS



CREATIVE CORNER
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MY TRUE FRIEND
The day I met you,
I found a friend
And a friendship,
Never meant to end.
The day you spend with me,
I still keep,
In the basket of fresh memories
In the basket safe-deep
You never tried to down me,
Nor did I,
Whoever tried to do so,
Had a great sigh.
Your aura inspired me,
To progress like never before,
Your encouraging words motivated me,
To seek opportunities knocking at the door.
I don't know till when,
Our friendship will remain,
But let it be cleared,
If you are not with me,
I am in vain.
You were not like others,
Who were friends at the time – high
Now, no one is there, to
Say goodbye.
You fought the world
To prevent me from sin,
When my turn came,
Why you ed, my kin?
Generally, isolation kills people, but
I am lucky, without your essence
I am not isolated, as my heart
Still feels your warm presence.
Wherever you are, you will be
In the depths of my heart, as I, 
Don't want to lose you, till the 
Moment I die, the moment I die.
           Ashay Raj
           X – E



'A Happy Black'

 A few days back I was checking my facebook account where I saw 
something soul piercing. It was a random post in which a dark complexioned 
man was getting his skin peeled off, with a title, 'Get rid of black skin'. That 
article had full edged medical process attached to it. For a moment, I 
couldn't believe if anything of this sort could happen. My mind didn't want to 
accept that a part of society has managed to go so low.

 White, a colour which is considered inauspicious in many cultures of 
our land is so loved as a skin colour. We can still nd women suggesting their 
daughters and daughter-in-laws to add saffron milk in their diet for a fair 
child. We don't see any poster of darker babies in the market and even on the 
T.V. there is a ruling white kingdom. Within this context, as a kid I never 
understood that how our leading ladies of lm industry were growing fairer 
with time.

 Earlier it was limited to the female work but now this “fairness 
syndrome” has affected men too. The cosmetic world offers a wide variety of 
fairness products for both the genders. Fairness is being promoted and sold 
on the land which has been inhabited by shades of dark. All this indicates 
that black complexion needs change and improvement. After seventy years 
of independence we have failed to manage to be free from dictated thoughts 
and ruled minds. Our vision is still blurred with white and thoughts still 
caged by it and we proudly call ourselves free.

 We need to understand that black too is a colour like white, pink, red 
and its not bad, it is unique like all other colours.

          Contributed by –
          Ms. Vandana

         TGT – Social Science



DREAMS
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Dreams ………….
Some are big
Others just small
You've got to choose
Can't have them all.

Dreams …..
Some come true
Others, sadly can not
A few you remember
Most you forgot

Dreams ……
Some are important
Others, you can live without
For some you'll have to ght
But others are on your route.

Dreams…….
Some last a day,
Others a lifetime
Not only dream at night
But also at day time.

Dreams …..
Some are possible
Others are not
But you have to dream on
Sometimes its all you got.

Gurpriya Kaur
IX – A



Editorial BoardEditorial BoardEditorial Board

Teachers on Board:-

Ms. Ritu Verma, TGT English
Ms. Neha Popli, TGT English

Students on Board:-

 Gurpriya         (IX A)
 Vaanya            (IX A)
 Diya Ralli       (X D)

www.pdpschool.com
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